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Dear Readers,
The end of year is fast approaching. On behalf of all those who works at
POK®: in the workshops, on the production lines, in the general and sales
offices; We wish our customers, partners, suppliers, Happy Holidays and a
very Happy New Year.
POK's adventure started over 40 years ago. This adventure is only possible
thanks to all men and women who are working with POK. I would also like to
take this opportunity to thank all those who have supported us this year to
ensure that we can always serve you better.
In this latest 2017 edition of POK INSIGHT, we offer guidance on how to
choose the hand nozzle which perfectly meets your needs.
Happy reading.

Pascal Cambournac International Sales Director
pascal.cambournac [at] pok-fire.com

+ 33 (0) 6 26 42 79 55

Our Presence Abroad

After Intersec (Dubaï) and StockExpo (Rotterdam), POK participated to Tank
Storage (Hamburg), at the end of November. We presented our products to
a targeted audience, most of them being industrial companies that store
flammable materials.
POK's products meet perfectly the requirements of this industry, with a range
of

items

specifically

designed

to

be

integrated

in

high-risk

petrochemical storage or production sites.
Below

is

our

edited

brochure

for customers in this field.

summarizing

our

range

of

products

Make the Right Choice
With over 4,000 items available, it can be difficult for decision makers to
choose the optimum product for their specific needs.
Find below a short factsheet presenting the characteristics that differentiate
our pressure regulation nozzles from our adjustable flow rate hand nozzles:

LEGENDE 500 LPM

Equipped with a slide valve that facilitates the use in pulsing mode.
Adjustable flow rate with the operating handle.
Possibility to switch from the closed position to maximum opening
through 4 intermediate positions.
Ability to maintain a pressure between 5 and 6 bar between 250 and
500 LPM (pressure regulation).
Fine droplet water flow pattern,

Available in "DHT" version with a safety device to prevent accidental
straight water flow pattern, which makes it a perfectly adapted hand
nozzle for electric fires.
Aluminium alloy cut-teeth diffuser.

MAGI/DEBI/TURBOKADOR 500 LPM

Fitted with a ball valve.
Water flow rate adjustment, made by rotating the flow ring which
allows the choice between 3 or 4 pre-determined water flow rates,
depending on the versions.
Available with three different diffusers: Magikador (moulded tines),
Debikador (aluminium alloy cut teeths), Turbokador (turbine, creating a
great expension foam).
Head ring enabling the adjustment of various water flow
patterns (straight, attack and wide water flow pattern).
Also available in an "eco" version.

One Diffuser, Three Different Streams
Discover our three different hand noozle stream patterns on the Magikador,
Debikador and Turbokador 500 range : straight stream, attack stream and
wide angle stream.
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